Only natural gas Total Energy Systems gain maximum utilization of energy. They waste almost nothing.

Power production based upon on-site generation with natural gas as the fuel is a Total Energy System. Numerous applications of this highly efficient method of energy production are being used to supply power for industrial plants, shopping centers, apartment houses, hospitals, hotels and motels.

Natural gas Total Energy Systems are remarkably economical. When power is generated at the plant or building site with a Total Energy System, the energy not converted to electricity is captured to meet the plant's or building's needs for heat, hot water and steam for absorption cooling. More than 60 percent of a fuel's potential energy is wasted in a central electrical power plant—up the stack with exhaust heat, or out with engine cooling water.

Considerable operating savings happen because Total Energy Systems operate at approximately two-and-one-half times the efficiency of the regular electrical power plant. The cost of purchased power and fuel is the lowest possible because natural gas costs less than any other type of energy-producer. And the integrated use of Total Energy Systems readily provide high-frequency power for greater lighting efficiency, with fewer fixtures and reduced flickering. There's no need to purchase standby power equipment, either. When your specs call for big power economy and efficiency, recommend natural gas Total Energy Systems. They waste not.

Gas Utility Companies Serving Central Indiana

Central Indiana Gas Company
Indiana Gas Company Inc.
Richmond Gas Corporation

Citizens Gas & Coke Utility
Kokomo Gas and Fuel Co.
Terre Haute Gas Corporation
The space age is an age of specialization. No one contractor can possibly have all the skill and knowledge for all phases of construction. The abilities of the MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR are his alone... gained through years of training and experience. The Separate Prime Contract is recognition of the MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR in the business community. He assumes responsibility for millions of dollars of construction... and fulfills consumer environmental needs with efficient, long-lasting mechanical systems. The MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR'S investment in skilled and licensed craftsmen, equipment and inventory is equal to or greater than that of any contractor... in any phase of construction. When you build, remodel or expand your office, plant, church or business, talk to the industry's representative in your community... the MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR. He designs, installs and maintains mechanical systems.
New from McKinley

decorative architectural

PLASTIC Panels—

Now one dependable source—McKINLEY—for complete Plastic Panel production up to 8 feet square . . . design—die making—forming and fabrication—delivery—installation!

your own custom design!

"One Reliable Source for Design—Fabrication—Installation!"

Give You Many Choices

in design—use—color—fastening—finish

Manufacturers of Architectural Metal and Plastic Specialties and Sun and Weather Control Products

Custom Metal Products

o. o. McKinley co., inc.

4530 North Keystone Ave. • Indianapolis, Indiana 46205

Telephone 317-546-1573

In Michigan Call: Kalamazoo 345-7161
Detroit 566-2326
Lansing 489-6394

In Ohio Call: Cincinnati 721-0068
Cleveland 248-6543
Columbus 461-2151
Toledo 382-9509
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CONCERNING THE COVER
The emblem dominating this month's cover was created by Indianapolis Artist Robert Willis of Design Studios as the symbol of the 1968 ISA convention, "Architects and Urban Environment," and adapted for use on this month's cover by Indiana Architect Artist Larry Roesler.

ART EXHIBIT
The following paintings are now on exhibit in the ISA office, through the co-operation of Contemporary Arts Infinite:

"THE WAY HOME," Tempra Painting by Dave Taylor.
"THE RED ELECTRIC," mixed media by Dave Taylor.
"BLUE FISH," Batik by Beata Balogh.
"GRAND CANYON," oil by Laszlo Balogh.
"INTIDE," Jesso and oil by Marcia Shroeder.
"MOSS LAKE," Tempra by Bob Doyle.
"BLUES," oil by Bill Heckler.
"TRADUCING," oil by Cathy Mahaffey.
"FISH," Tempra by Cathy Mahaffey.
"OLD CABIN DOOR," watercolor and dry-point by Ray Doyle.
"COMPOSITION WITH FIGURE," oil by Herb Levene.
"AZTEC MASK," wood relief sculpture by Bonnie Chandler.
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Art Director
LARRY ROESLER

Editor
DON E. GIBSON, Hon. ISA

The INDIANA ARCHITECT is the sole property of the Indiana Society of Architects, a state association of The American Institute of Architects, and is edited and published every other month in Indianapolis, Indiana (editorial-advertising office address 300 East Fall Creek Parkway, N. Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205; phone 925-4484). Current average circulation per issue, 3,200, including all resident registered Indiana architects, school officials, churches and hospitals, libraries, public officials, and members of the construction industry. Detailed information available on request.
this office has no heating expense
all the heat's provided by light!

Several years ago, I&M Power Engineers observed a strange situation. While offices, stores, schools and industrial buildings were installing fluorescent lighting fixtures everywhere, no effort was being made to capture and use the heat that came from these fixtures as a by-product of light.

Today, heat recovered from fluorescent luminaires is a practical, working reality in hundreds of installations in the I&M area. During the times when modern, well-lighted buildings are occupied, Heat-With-Light delivers free comfort heating energy at savings of thousands of dollars! A fluorescent fixture uses only about 20% of its electricity to produce light. The other 80% is released in the form of heat. Knowing this, it became a simple matter to design a duct-fan system, to move air through luminaires, picking up surplus heat and moving it out to warm the room. In Summer, the same system moves the heat outdoors, taking an enormous load off air conditioning equipment.

Your own I&M Power Engineer, based at your nearest I&M office, will be glad to supply all the information and direct assistance you need to plan and install a Heat-With-Light system to fit your particular requirements. He'll provide equipment information and specifications, work with your architect and contractor, and offer a wealth of experience. And there's never a charge or obligation! Call him today.
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Anning-Johnson Co.
Wishes You The
Happiest Holidays
And The
Most Prosperous
New Year!

Anning-Johnson Company
1720 Alward Street
Indianapolis 2, Ind.
923-5451
1272 Maxwell Ave.
Evansville, Ind.
423-4469
Multi-purpose roof deck systems

Versatility describes Robertson high-quality, multi-purpose roof deck systems, because many types, shapes and variations are available to suit different design requirements. Frequently, architects use several types on the same job for economy and greater latitude of design.

Robertson Long-Span Roof Deck, for example, is available in many types to fit structural requirements where large open areas are desirable.

Short and medium span decks are available in various profiles. Robertson Folded-Plate Systems provide the architect a unique combination of unusual aesthetics and column-free roof construction, ideal for gymnasiums, auditoriums and multi-purpose rooms. Canopies and walkways become an attractive and quickly constructed feature when Robertson fluted deck is used. Write for complete Robertson deck literature. It is filled with ideas for school architects.

H. H. Robertson Company
Two Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
Every three years, the Indiana Society of Architects honors architects, owners and contractors who have made significant contributions to architecture in the State of Indiana. All ISA members are invited to submit photographs and supporting information on the outstanding projects they have completed during the previous three years. These are then judged by a distinguished jury of architects from outside Indiana, and the winning entries honored by public announcement, presentation of plaques, publication and inclusion in a travelling exhibit.

Ninety-three entries were received in this year's competition, establishing a new record of participation. Of these, fifteen were selected by the jury and the public announcement and preliminary presentation to the architects were made at the Society's annual banquet October 26th.

The very distinguished jury was Mr. Jan Rowan, editor of *Progressive Architecture*; Mr. Romaldo Giurgola AIA, chairman of the School of Architecture, Columbia University; and Mr. John M. Johansen AIA of New Canaan, Connecticut.

Arrangements for this year's competition were under the direction of the ISA Public Relations Committee, Lynn H. Molzan AIA, chairman, Wallace Given AIA, Kenneth Cole AIA, Charles H. Sappenfield AIA, Paul Godollei AIA, Howard Wolner AIA, and Jack Pecsok AIA.
HONOR AWARD: STATESMEN TOWERS RESIDENCE HALL
Indiana State University, Terre Haute
Ewing Miller Associates, Terre Haute, Architects
HONOR AWARD: DORMITORIES
Asheville-Biltmore College, Asheville, North Carolina
Charles M. Sappenfield, Muncie, Architect
(Sappenfield, Wiegman, Hall Associates, North Carolina)
HONOR AWARD:

PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
Evansville State Hospital, Evansville
Hironimus-Knapp-Given Associates,
Evansville, Architects
HONOR AWARD:

SYCAMORE TOWERS RESIDENCE HALL
Indiana State University, Terre Haute
Ewing Miller Associates, Terre Haute,
Architects
MERIT AWARD:

RESIDENCE
Dr. Mary Endres, Lafayette
E. H. Brenner, Lafayette,
and the Perkins & Will Partnership, Chicago,
Associated Architects

RESIDENCE
Mr. and Mrs. William Risley,
Christmas Lake Village
Condict & Fosse, Evansville, Architects
ERIT AWARD:

TRINITY METHODIST CHURCH, Berne
Bradley & Bradley, Fort Wayne, Architects

JEFFERSON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
Fort Wayne
Schenkel & Shultz, Inc., Fort Wayne, Architects
RESIDENCE
Mr. and Mrs. John Grunwald, Bloomington
R. L. Hartung, Bloomington, Architect

MERIT AWARD

OFFICE AND SHOP
J. M. Foster Company, Inc., Gary
E. H. Brenner, Lafayette, Architect
CITATION:
"For site preservation and utilization in a commercial development"
GLENWOOD OFFICE PARK, Fort Wayne
Schenkel & Schultz, Inc., Fort Wayne, Architects

CITATION:
"For quality of achievement within a limited budget by use of salvaged materials"
ALEXANDER A. M. E. CHURCH, Evansville
Condict & Fosse, Evansville, Architects

CITATION:
"For keeping a simple structure simple"
ATHLETIC STADIUM, Ball State University, Muncie
Walter Scholer & Associates, Lafayette, Architects
CITATION:

"For sensitive remodeling of an existing structure for effective commercial use"
OFFICE, BONSIB, INC., Fort Wayne
Cole Matson Matott, Fort Wayne, Architects

CITATION:

"For willingness to experiment with new construction methods"
MEDICAL CLINIC, Professional Center, Inc., Lafayette
E. H. Brenner, Lafayette, Architect
Our 16-mil epoxy wall coating smells like nothing at all.

And no odor is just one advantage you get with Kurfees' new KURAMIC COATING . . . a high build catalized epoxy wall coating. Other good reasons for specifying Kurfees KURAMIC are: simple, two step application; a true 16-mil thickness in one coat; ½ the cost of installed ceramic wall tile; and good looks, long wear, high resistance to impact.

Why not get the full story on our Kuramic seamless floor and wall systems. Write J. B. Tabler, Maintenance Coatings Division, Kurfees Paint Company, 201 E. Market, Louisville.

Executives expect a little more from ...and they get it

BUSINESS FURNITURE CORPORATION
101 SOUTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204 • AREA CODE 317-631-1400
for 50 Years!

BUILDERS HAVE USED
SCHUSTER'S
CONCRETE BLOCKS

True to Size—Everytime
300 DIFFERENT SIZES
in Regular and Haydite
11 SCREEN BLOCK PATTERNS

Phone for fast delivery

Schuster's Block
INCORPORATED
901 E. TROY AVE.
PHONE: 787-3201

HARDWARE+VISUALIZATION=SERVICE

There can be no substitute for this equation... quality materials and the know how to use them in the right place... in the right way. Whatever your requirements, Central guarantees servicing only by experts.

Let us visualize your hardware problem.

Central Indiana Hardware Co., Inc.
1124 E. 54th STREET • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
253-6421

- Blue Prints - White Prints - Photo Copies
- Offset Printing

K&E

MARBAUGH Engineering Supply Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
MAIN OFFICE — 140 E. Wabash St.
NORTHSIDE BRANCH — 4145 N. Keystone Ave.

MElrose 7-3468
Liberty 6-4875

K&E DEALER
K&E SUPPLIES

Exclusive
DRAFTING SURVEYING REPRODUCTION
Over one-third of the architect members of the Indiana Society of Architects participated in the three-day annual convention held October 24-26 in Indianapolis. Dedicated to the theme: "Architects and Urban Environment," the conference sessions also attracted a sizable group of school administrators and public and civic leaders.

The three theme sessions tackled three areas of problems of urban areas today. On Thursday afternoon, Dr. Merle Strom (School of Education, Ball State University), moderated "The Schoolhouse in the City" discussions by: Mr. Jonathan King, vice-president and treasurer, Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., New York.

Dr. James D. MacConnell, professor of Education and director, School Planning Laboratory, School of Education, Stanford University.

Dr. Harold Boles, head, Department of School Services, Western Michigan University.
THIS!!!

IS A HEATING SYSTEM?

You bet it is! This is a revolutionary new ELECTRIC climate conditioning system called, "Heat with Light". It's only one of many advanced concepts offered by modern Electric heating and cooling to allow architects and engineers with imagination greater flexibility in design and construction.

Costs on equipment, installation and operation are available on actual installations in the Indianapolis area.

FOR FULL INFORMATION CALL

ARCHITECT and ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVE

MEIrose 5-6868—Extension 264

INDIANAPOLIS

Power & Light COMPANY

Let's talk about
Advertising Design,
Editorial Design, or
Package Design . . .
make your VISUAL
COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEMS
my DESIGN CHALLENGE

CALL (317) 291-2050
COMPLETE STUDIO SERVICES

BRONZE • ALUMINUM
STAINLESS STEEL

HONOR ROLLS • MEMORIALS
NAME PLATES • MARKERS • SIGNS
DONOR TABLETS • DOOR PLATES
ARCHITECTURAL LETTERS
SPECIAL DESIGN SIGNS
CUSTOM LIGHTING FIXTURES

Write for FREE CATALOGS

MIEIJOHAN-WENGLER, INC.
Metcalfsmen
1030 Wayne Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio 45213

New materials . . . newly engineered products are of primary importance to any building project. Keeping you informed about these developments is an important part of our responsibility to you. Saves your time . . . makes for broader use of design potential.

From the concrete or structural steel frame to many of the finishing materials—we have information you can use. It's available to you any time—just give us a call.

Hugh J. Baker & Company

602 WEST McCARTY STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46206

Telephone 636-2301

Branch Offices: FORT WAYNE • EVANSTON
Mr. Mark Gray, attorney, Kightlinger, Young, Gray & Hudson, Indianapolis member, Indianapolis Board of School Commissioners.

On Friday morning, WFBM News Editor Jim Hetherington moderated the “Mass Transportation and Community Values” presentation involving:

Mr. Frederick T. Aschman, executive vice-president, Barton - Aschman Associates, Inc., Chicago and Washington, D.C.

Mr. Donald L. Spaid, principal planner, Marion County Metropolitan Planning Department, Indianapolis.

Dr. Frank P. Lloyd, M.D., member, Marion County Metropolitan Plan Commission, Indianapolis.

Dr. Joseph M. Heikoff, director, Bureau of Community Planning, University of Illinois.

The final theme session on Saturday morning, moderated by WFBM General Manager Eldon Campbell, concentrated on the “Model Cities Program” with participants:

The Honorable Birch Bayh, United States Senator from Indiana.

The Honorable Richard G. Lugar, Mayor of the City of Indianapolis.

Dr. Joseph F. Maloney, director, Urban Studies Center and professor, Department of Political Science, University of Louisville.

Professor Patrick Horsbrugh, Department of Architecture, University of Notre Dame.

Mr. James Holland, assistant director, Model Cities Program, Gary.

Mr. King’s remarks appear on Page 23, and excerpts from the other major addresses will appear in the next issue of The INDIANA ARCHITECT.

At the ISA business session on Saturday afternoon, Indianapolis Architect John C. Fleck, became president of the Society; Mr. Wallace Given (Hironimus - Knapp - Given Associates), Evansville, was elected vice-president; Mr. Robert Kennedy (Kennedy, Brown & Trueblood), Indianapolis, secretary, and Mr. James J. Schenkel (Schenkel & Shultz), Fort Wayne, treasurer.

George Jamison (Kellam & Foley), Indianapolis, was convention chairman, assisted by J. Parke Randall (Pecsko, Jelliffe and Randall), Indianapolis; David O. Meeker (James Associates), Indianapolis; Richard K. Lennox (Lennox, Matthews, Simmons and Ford), Indianapolis; Philip Leech (Wolner Associates), Indianapolis; Robert Kennedy, John Fleck and Mrs. Ronald (Virginia) DeLap.

YOU NEED MAXIMUM FIRE PROTECTION

SPECIFY DUWE THE INSULATING AND ACOUSTICAL PRECAST CONCRETE SYSTEM with the Two Hour Underwriters’ Fire Retardant Label!

No other types of building construction offer this two hour fire retardant value. Only DUWE offers you this extra protection and only DUWE offers you a lightweight insulating, acoustical concrete system which can be installed in all kinds of weather.

Specify DUWE, the INSULATING and ACOUSTICAL Precast Concrete System!

DUWE PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.
P. O. Box 1277 • Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901

Designed by your Architect — Built by your Contractor — Manufactured and Erected by Duwe.
INSULATION AS BASE FOR INTERIOR FINISHES

Gypsum wallboard, plaster, ceramic tile, wood paneling, decorative hardboard and other interior finishes can be directly and easily applied over STYROFOAM brand plastic foam insulation. Furring and lathing are eliminated.

The Miller System is based on the use of Dow Insulation Mastic No. 7 to adhere STYROFOAM to masonry walls and then using the mastic to adhere gypsum wallboard to the insulation. The latter step requires no special wall preparation since the insulation forms a solid backup for wallboard, permitting the construction of a fully insulated wall at a cost competitive with a furred wall that is not insulated.

Distributed by

SEWARD SALES CORPORATION

INDIANAPOLIS, IN.  CINCINNATI 8, OHIO  ELKHART, IND.
2070 East 54th Street  3660 Michigan Street  1516 Middlebury Street

A CEILING OUGHT TO EARN ITS KEEP

The ceiling in the new State Life Building will work because it is an Armstrong Luminaire integrated ceiling system . . . Distributed and Installed by the Most Distinguished Name in Electrical Construction and Ceiling Systems . . . Sanborn Electric Co.

A ceiling ought to do more than just look good. The Luminaire ceiling is an integrated system of functions delivering light, conditioned air and comfortable sound levels—each a benefit that maintains an investment in buildings and people.

Distributed and Installed by

SANBORN ELECTRIC CO.
Main Office:
311 NORTH ILLINOIS STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204
PHONE 317 635-9584

State Life Building
Indianapolis, Indiana
Architect
Lennox Matthews Simmons & Ford Inc.
Owner
State Life Insurance Co.
The City Schoolhouse — Circa 1968

Vice-President Elect Spiro Agnew was quoted as saying: "If you've seen one city slum, you've seen them all." I have some doubts about this conclusion, but I do have that feeling about most of the slum schools I have visited. These urban schools have a tremendous amount in common.

First, they are old buildings — tired-looking buildings with little to grace the city-scape. Even some of the new buildings seem to be old buildings.

Second, the population which uses these schools — both teachers and students — is there not because it wants to be there but because it has to be there.

Third, the surrounding is depressingly the same in most cases — a small sea of asphalt, a few rusty basketball hoops, and a chain-link fence.

Fourth, there is little the community can do to make them better, to have a positive impact on them. The only real impact the community can have on these buildings is destructive and consequently the brick thrown through the window is more common than we admit.

Fifth, these urban schools are the administrative outposts of a distant and insensitive bureaucracy, often regarded as hostile. They are not our schools as schools often are in the suburbs, but their schools.

Each school is essentially a society or subculture first and foremost before it becomes an instrument of instruction. And here is the biggest hangup of urban education. For in our cities these subcultures are at war within themselves. The school community often does not have enough common values or mutual respect to constitute a viable subculture.

Money is, of course, a large part of the problem. Urban areas have far more difficult educational problems than the more affluent suburbs and far more difficult building problems. Yet the funds available to deal with these problems are usually more limited. At least they are more limited than in our affluent suburbs.

Management is another problem which is critical to the whole urban school question. Urban school systems are big bureaucracies and they react slowly and often insensitively to the needs of their constituencies and I use the plural advisedly. The concept of school integration had tremendous political, social, and legal sanction several years ago and substantial political appeal, particularly for blacks.

It still does for some of us who believe a public school can't be really great unless it has real variety in its users. But today more and more black groups are asking, indeed, demanding, control of schools in ghetto areas because they feel, and justifiably so, that without control, their children, their heritage, their culture will be downgraded. Yet the process of architectural planning and building is so slow that in many cities massive school building programs are grinding slowly forward to produce educational parks to foster integration, while the black community has switched its viewpoint almost totally to local, i.e., black control.

Whether one favors the concept of the self-
controlled black school rather than the integrated school is not the point. What is, is the bureaucratic insensitivity to which our cities are prone. We must learn to answer our school building problems with some of the speed with which we deal with military and commercial needs today.

Our cities are full of temporary classrooms, usually low-quality portables, which sit by our permanent schoolhouses with little expectation of being moved with any regularity. But these portables represent a quick answer to space needs which we have been unable to equal through the conventional architect-client-building process. Why should it take three years to design and build a mediocre school? And four years to build a better one? The first great need to better serve our urban school building programs is speed of response.

A second great need is to break down the barriers between the school and the users. This, of course, is not solely or legally a factor of architecture and planning. But architecture has a major role to play in designing this new kind of urban school. For too long schools have been isolated from the mainstream of urban architecture and planning in an unhealthy way.

For years, superintendents of schools have been trying to keep the schools out of politics. In fact, you can't keep anything as important as education out of politics and now we had best find how to get them back into politics without the disastrous effects this has often had on professional questions.

If you visit urban schools — particularly in the ghettos — you are greeted with something less than a warm welcome. The panic bars on the fire doors are likely to be chained and padlocked. The reason is often that attacks on teachers and indeed on the building itself have forced this measure. Possibly we can create an atmosphere of civilized welcome in our urban schools by giving the community more rather than less reason to be in the building. Why should it take three years to design and build a mediocre school? And four years to build a better one? The first great need to better serve our urban school building programs is speed of response.

A fourth and rather obvious factor which we have frequently ignored in urban school design is site use. The normal ambience of the public school is a kind of grim bituminous field fenced in for reasons not entirely clear. Is it to keep the inmates in or the neighbors out? In any event, the typical city school site does not grace its neighborhood nor please the eye with either art or horticulture. Nor does it efficiently or economically use the extraordinarily expensive city real estate.

And finally, a sixth major factor which could make for a major improvement in urban schools is simply good architecture. Even some of our best architects find the criteria to which they must design an urban school building program stifling. The concern for permanence and janitorial ease seems to take precedence over the concern with creating an environment which nurtures the soul. Terazzo and bathroom tile, slick surfaces, brittle furnishings create a sterility at odds with the concept of human dignity and of the school as an institution designed to further our culture. Usually barren of art or sculpture, lacking the variety of space and visual environment we all crave, the schoolhouse seems to be the grudging answer to the legal educational requirements. Our city schools have moved in the last half century from the monumental to the mediocre. It would be hard for a visitor from Mars to grasp the fact that these are our cultural and intellectual centers. The atmosphere does not so proclaim.

The urban school situation is not one upon which we can look with any tremendous sense of satisfaction at the moment. There is a gigantic job for all of us to do and the need is pressing, but then again, that's what makes architecture satisfying and stimulating — the new problems, not the past successes.
If a parking lot is your business front door, pave it with concrete.

Concrete lets you put your best foot forward with your customers before they set foot in your place of business.

Why? Because concrete lots are clean and bright. Concrete’s rigid, even surface means permanent, easy drainage, too. Let it rain. All it does is save you from cleaning the lot yourself.

Concrete saves on lot illumination. It reflects light, brightens everything up at night. Customers like that.

Here’s something you may like even more. With concrete, you won’t have to worry about repeated patching and resurfacing with resulting inconvenience to your customers.

When you pave your parking lot, once ought to be enough. You worry about your business. Your concrete parking lot will take care of itself.

Portland Cement Association
612 Merchants Bank Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind. 47204
An organization of cement manufacturers to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete
Modern masonry is reaching new heights with loadbearing concrete block

The high rise — Newest concept in concrete masonry construction.

Concrete block is coming up in the world — and fast. The Hanalei Hotel is another recent example of the far—and high — reaching structural advantages of innovative concrete block. The load-bearing walls of scored 8"x8"x16" block were completed at a rate of one story per week over a four month period, enabling the owner to open for the summer season.

Today concrete block possesses more comprehensive strength than ever before, yet still provides more wall area for less material and labor costs. This, combined with the wide variety of shapes, sizes, colors and textures, helps to elevate the most creative design; the most demanding loadbearing requirements to new highs. And with these structural advantages go the many traditional qualities of block always held in high regard; complete fire-safety, extremely high sound isolation (perfect for party walls) and impressive self-insulation head the list. Little wonder, concrete block is the building material more people are looking up to in high rises of every nature: hotels, condos and apartment buildings, college dorms, hospitals and office buildings.